Sentimental and Redemptive Girlhood in the Abolitionist Adaptation of Maria Susanna Cummins's The Lamplighter
under the caring tutelage of blind, angelic, and wealthy Emily Graham. Gerty faces her share of trials and tribulations in the course of her childhood and adolescence, overcomes them, and becomes a loving and lovable woman. Ultimately, Cummins reunites Gerty with her long-lost father and marries her to her industrious and virtuous childhood friend Willie Sullivan. In the novel's conclusion, Cummins secures Gerty's race, uplifts her class, and contains her gender. In nineteenth-century domestic novels such as The Lamplighter, sentimental heroines mature from broken, lonely, willful, white girls into lovable and loving young adults through a series of spiritual tests. Cummins's version of girlhood-what I call sentimental girlhood-proved extremely popular and influential among mid-nineteenth-century readers. 1 Given The Lamplighter's immediate and enduring success and the fact that its publisher, John P. Jewett, was famous for publishing Uncle Tom's Cabin two years earlier, it is not surprising that Jewett included an adaptation of Cummins's novel as the fifth (and final) Lady (1856) 2 tells the story of Gerty's childhood from ages eight to twelve. The picture book includes some of the novel's original prose, new poetry, and four illustrations to reframe Gerty's story in an abolitionist context. The adaptation abridges the first fifteen chapters of the novel, focusing on Gerty's hard life in Boston's tenements and introducing her savior, Uncle True. The author complements this story with a parallel plot told in verse likening Gerty to a slave and Uncle True to an abolitionist. In the first words of the text, a poem entitled "Uncle True and Little Gerty: Introductory Stanzas," A Lady announces the adaptation by stating that "Not alone by little Gerty / Is the telltale muse inspired" (3). In this poem, the narrator asks readers to transfer their sympathy for Gerty to enslaved people and to embrace abolitionism. She implores young readers, who "sigh" as they learn of "Gerty's sorrows" and weep over her "squalid, ragged, friendless, poor" condition, to awaken to the reality of the slave's experience and thereby "Weep the more for slaves now mourning" and "Never from his pleadings turn" (4). Here, the author relies on Gerty's sentimental girlhood even as she transforms it. The poet's move to liken Gerty to enslaved men is at odds with the other plotlines in Jewett's antislavery series, which depict their heroines as child abolitionists. Ostensibly to accommodate the typical characterization and plotline of the previous four books in the series, Gerty herself is also portrayed as an abolitionist. This depiction often feels awkward, with telling slippages and productive silences. The abolitionist Gerty rehearses a role common in post-1850 juvenile abolitionist literature, and antebellum political literature at large, in which a white girl finds herself tasked with reforming adults if not the world. Following Allison Giffen's term "redemptive daughters" (247), I call this discourse redemptive girlhood. In the overtly political texts of the era, redemptive girlhood preserves the already perfect and innocent daughter by sacrificing her life to reform others.
In different ways, both revisions of Gerty's character-associating her with slaves and portraying her as an abolitionist-complicate the representation of sentimental girlhood with the values of redemptive girlhood. These two girlhood discourses share much of the same lexicon even as they access differing values. For example, The Lamplighter Picture Book includes illustrations faithful to Cummins's novel but reworks them into the antislavery plotline. 3 These illustrations depict recognizable scenes of submission and ministration central to both discourses of girlhood, creating an impressive montage of the ways in which feminist and abolitionist projects valued women and girls. By animating the story's key scenes, the adaptation exposes how mid-nineteenthcentury representations of girlhood attempted to structure female experience as well as self-knowledge and expression. Picturing the touchstone moments in a young heroine's life ritualizes these scenes as rites of passage for both discourses. Sentimental girlhood and redemptive girlhood provide the parameters for our understanding more deeply how The Lamplighter Picture Book and its culture made their abolitionist argument. Moreover, analyzing this children's book reveals the greater conversation around defining and calibrating girlhood. Not only does the story depict the political roles that girls and women play, it also suggests ways to regulate the female.
Sentimental and Redemptive Girlhoods
Let us take a moment to separate these two types of girls and the coterminous discourses that sponsor them. The mid-nineteenth-century female bildungsroman, commonly called the domestic or sentimental novel, epitomizes sentimental girlhood. These fictions invest in the continuity between childhood and adulthood by drawing imperfect heroines who mature into true women. 4 For instance, in The Lamplighter, a cohort of female models and doubles shapes young Gerty's values, behavior, and sense of self. Sentimental girlhood happens in a house of mirrors; as childhood is refracted through the lens of true womanhood, the unruly heroine becomes the model lady if not the proto-New Woman. Still, the sentimental heroine's girlhood remains stubbornly important. The girl's wildness is her first and greatest appeal. Sentimental girls, such as Jo March, Ellen Montgomery, and Capitola Black, appear strong-willed, disobedient, and even selfish. Gerty, for example, has a violent temper born from a sense of injustice that manifests as a proclivity for vengeance. But these girls do not get their way through anger. Much of the sentimental novel traces its wayward heroine's personal growth and socioeconomic mobility; such girls learn what to prize and how to get it. Faye Halpern understands Gerty's rehabilitation as "sentimental behaviorism," explaining that she "must copy the habits of her true-woman friend Emily before she becomes a true woman herself " (80). But although Gerty changes her behavior, Cummins shows that in some important ways Gerty herself does not change, especially in her belief in her own strength. Thus sentimental girls are dynamic, flawed, and multiplied in relationships with other similarly drawn female characters. Girlhood in the Abolitionist Adaptation of The Lamplighter Joe Sutliff Sanders, analyzing affective discipline in nineteenth-and twentieth-century orphan girl stories, explains why flawed heroines such as Gerty appealed to female readers. The orphan girl genre provides pleasurable "power fantasies" in which "femininity is a route to power" that improves women and men while endorsing the status quo (185). Sanders charts "the progress of the emergent individual" in the seventy-five-year evolution of the orphan heroine; nonetheless, even early sentimental heroines have extraordinary fictive freedom (19). As Cindy Weinstein illustrates in her study of contemporary adoption law and The Lamplighter's adoption discourse, Gerty becomes free because no one else possesses her: "She belongs to herself " (1037). Weinstein also argues that Gerty exercises "judicious sympathy" in the same "way she goes about making her family-freely, rationally, and contractually" (1023). Gerty's power to give of herself precipitates her independence, since "In the course of the narrative, we witness Gerty's gradual possession of her sympathy, enabling her to choose how, when, and to whom her affections will be given" (1023). In growing up, Gerty learns how to exert the strong will that she has always possessed. Thus maturation inflects sentimental girlhood and inextricably connects girlhood and womanhood. Sentimental girls learn to control their emotions, and, as young women, find the strength to help others by accessing female power. Sentimental heroines find sufficient, sometimes abundant, freedom and independence within the confines of domestic ideology.
If sentimental girlhood fantasizes about girls' power, redemptive girlhood suggests that girls are, in fact, more powerful than women. From temperance novels to Sunday school tracts to abolitionist texts, nineteenth-century social reform literature establishes redemptive girlhood. Karen Sánchez-Eppler's influential scholarship on an extensive catalog of these politically inflected narratives shows that they consistently depict daughters and mothers who attempt to redeem others through their own suffering, sickness, and death (101). Here, the girls' connection to adulthood differs from that of their sentimental sisters. Not properly the heroines of their own stories, these "redemptive daughters" remain unconcerned with their adulthood and future; as Giffen puts it, their "goal is paternal conversion" (247). Too powerful to grow up, this provocative girl follows a script that forbids her actual maturation (Sánchez-Eppler 71). Often, these rhetorical gestures fail. In this literature, the abolitionist girl's death, as a general rule, does not save any fictional characters. Rather, as Sánchez-Eppler demonstrates, these texts imagine the reader's reformation, locating their heroines' most affective power outside the text and within the political, public sphere (3; De Rosa, Abolitionism 67). In contrast to sentimental girls, who must learn to curb their tempers and control their impulses, redemptive girls' unbridled emotions circulate unchecked, becoming debilitating and even deadly. While consistently altruistic and justified, they remain victims of oppressive ideologies. Redemptive girls do not exist to uphold their own freedom, or to advocate for the liberation and uplift of other girls; rather, they live and die to save people unlike themselves.
The redemptive girl appears repeatedly in sentimental novels, but not as their heroine. This purer sister serves as a beacon for the imperfect heroine, directly inspiring her progress. In the female bildungsroman, redemptive girls and women crystallize into the form; whether born exemplary or purified by suffering, these redemptive females guide the heroine and her cohort of imperfect doubles. These static, ideal girls and women are marked by death and disability, as is Gerty's benefactress and future stepmother, Emily Graham. Claire Chantell makes a useful distinction between sentimental mothers, whom I see as redemptive, and sentimental women. Chantell argues that the sentimental mother, such as The Lamplighter's Mrs. Sullivan, exerts power with her death, guiding her son through his dreams (139). Like redemptive girls, mothers in sentimental narratives die so that they may achieve a more powerful influence. Writing about the female bildungsroman, Elizabeth Barnes uncovers a pervasive paradox in the "cult of preciosity" that finds girls both "lovable and disposable" (307). Citing Louisa May Alcott's Beth March, sister to the heroine Jo, Barnes exposes the "fetishizing of child death" that makes "killable a coveted status-proof of the female protagonist's goodness and innocence" (319-20; orig. emphasis). Finding strength for altruistic purposes, the redemptive girlhood discourse privileges sacrifice over self-care, purity and perfection over growth and development.
Redemptive girlhood quickly superseded all other representations of children in antislavery literature. The mid-nineteenth century proves a critical juncture for codifying white girlhood. Deborah De Rosa's groundbreaking study of "domestic abolitionists," a cohort of women writers who "walk the tightrope between female propriety and political controversy" when writing juvenile antislavery literature, shows that these writers rally around the redemptive heroine (Abolitionism 1). She finds that after 1850, "every recovered author casts a [white] girl as the primary force for restoring American ideals" (11) . In fact, Jewett's antislavery children's series begins with Pictures and Stories from Uncle Tom's Cabin (1853) , in which Eva plays a central role. Her death is glorified; a song sheet concludes the picture book, with Eva portrayed as "Uncle Tom's guardian angel" (De Rosa, Babes 207). Jewett capitalizes on multiplying Eva and invoking the redemptive girl in his series of toy books. However, casting Gerty as the redemptive girl proves tricky. Not a fantasy but an adaptation, this picture book concludes not with Gerty's ultimate sacrifice but with True's death, followed by an advertisement for Cummins's novel. The picture book keeps the circuit open between the texts, profiting from the appeal of the sentimental heroine by putting her in a new drama. This political context demands a redemptive heroine, and the adaptation asks, "What would our beloved Gerty do in an antislavery story?"
Gerty as Slave
At the beginning of the adaptation, Gerty is neither entirely sentimental nor entirely redemptive. The author revises the eight-year-old orphan in clearly and cleverly comparing her with slaves, successfully reframing her vulnerability, abuse, and salvation for an abolitionist political and religious drama. In retelling Gerty's childhood, the picture book doubles it with the accounts of enslaved figures, overlaying scenes and images from Gerty's childhood with scenes and images of captive and runaway slaves. Additionally, the lamplighter "Uncle True," Gerty's adoptive father, is portrayed as a kind abolitionist who lights the North Star, acting as a godly savior for fugitive slaves (5-6). The narrative capitalizes on the religious conversion that punctuates sentimental girlhood, reforming the flawed heroine; in reorienting Gerty's spiritual awakening into an antislavery politics, it surrounds her with the values of redemptive girlhood, making a clear comparison between Gerty and slaves even as it undermines their congruencies. The rhetoric of doubling, often used to fashion or find oneself through familial resemblances, constitutes a recurrent strategy for sentimental identity formation.
However, the adaptation cannot maintain such a structure of sympathy between Gerty and enslaved people, given their clear differences. As Brigitte Nicole Fielder pointedly notes in her discussion of the picture book, "[Gerty's] sympathy remains one step away from sympathy for fugitive slaves, who appear in abstracted form in the picture book's poetry but never enter into Gerty's narrative," let alone her consciousness (500-501). Although Gerty's likeness to slaves is dramatized for picture book readers, Gerty herself remains unaware of this comparison, precluding her own capacity for abolitionist feeling and actions. In a rhetorical move common in children's abolitionist literature, the author asks the picture book readers to expand their imaginative and sympathetic horizons, becoming young abolitionists who pray and act heroically.
In associating Gerty with slaves, the author attempts to transform sentimental scenes into redemptive ones. For example, she indexes a crucial scene of submission for both sentimental and redemptive girlhood: that of the praying child. Gerty's adoptive father gives her a Samuel figurine, a popular keepsake depicting a small figure of a praying child, which introduces Gerty to God and Christian charity. The illustration "The Plaster Image" stresses the importance of this ritual (figure 1). A Lady pairs this illustration with a poem by the same name, which ingeniously converts this praying child into a supplicating, chained slave, observing that the "kneeling boy, / All white, and clean, and new" also resembles "one in chains, with upraised hands"-in other words, a "slave imploring freedom's boon" (14) . Fulfilling the drama and the roles outlined in the "Introductory Stanzas," Gerty and this slave evoke sympathy in their helplessness and innate propensity to love the white friend who cares for them, participating in a multifaceted, long-standing discourse that likens slaves to children.
5 Both the slave and Gerty are physically, morally, and spiritually oppressed. They both pray for their own strength and rescue, for "liberty" at the hands of God and abolitionists (15).
Although A Lady productively compares Gerty and slaves, that comparison remains uneven. For example, only two stanzas-one fourth of the poem-in- clude Gerty, with the rest focusing on the plight of slaves, especially the Samuel figure as an adult, male slave who is "too often sold to wander far / From wife and children dear" (16). When the difference between Gerty's childhood and a slave's fatherhood is so clearly indicated, the likeness between them dissipates. Here, the author seems to recognize Gerty as a sentimental girl-a damaged, flawed child at the beginning of her coming-of-age narrative. Thus Gerty's prayers indicate the powerful possibility of self-care, self-improvement, and, eventually, self-ownership. For sentimental girlhood, growing up precipitates a kind of freedom. In contrast, the redemptive girl represents a static character, already righteous and religiously correct. She finds no freedom outside of death. In this way, redemptive girls, not sentimental girls, are associated with slaves; the girls' martyrdom conjoins them. Furthermore, the picture book's slaves consistently appear powerless, abused, and sorrowful, stuck in a kind of vulnerability that the orphaned Gerty can outgrow with the help of proper religious feeling. The narrative always depicts enslaved blacks as dependent on their white friend, consistent with the transformed Samuel icon and in concert with antislavery literature (Connolly 34) . In comparing Gerty to slaves, the author downplays Cummins's dynamic characterization in order to emphasize a devastating disempowerment.
In marking Gerty as a sentimental girl in the original novel, Cummins denotes prayer as Gerty's first rite of passage, restoring her innocence and guaranteeing her goodness. In connecting Gerty and Samuel, Cummins represents freedom as spiritual and internal, even depoliticized. True's gift sets in motion Gerty's reform by inspiring religious submission. In both texts, Gerty's encounter with the Samuel figurine leads her to replicate his posture, "clasping her hands precisely in the attitude of the little Samuel" as she learns how to pray (Cummins 41; Lady 16 ). Cummins's original prose instructs Gerty to pray for her own strength, a mandate for sentimental girls. To her questions about what Samuel prays for, True replies, "O! he prays to make him good; it makes folks good to pray to God" (Cummins 40; Lady 16 ). At once a religious token and a genteel parlor ornament, True's gift relates directly to Gerty's multifaceted self-improvement project, which Cummins prioritizes even at the cost of helping others (Williams, Authorship 85) . Learning how to pray and what to pray for, the logic and ethic of submission, constitutes an important trope in the reformation of a sentimental girl. However flawed, rebellious, and ignorant she may be, the sentimental girl's inherent goodness never comes into question.
To that end, Cummins includes this reminder in the prayer scene inspired by the Samuel gift: "Gerty could see out [her window], as she had done before in her garret at Nan Grant's," allowing the reader to chart Gerty's spiritual education in overtly parallel scenes (Cummins 41; Lady 16 ). In the referenced garret scene, Nan locks Gerty in the dark attic, punishing her for spilling milk while she watched the lamplighter. After indulging in a tantrum, Gerty weeps into her hands and then quiets down: "By and by she took away her hands from her face, clasped them together in a convulsive manner, and looked up at a little glazed window by the side of the bed" (Cummins 3). In an attitude of prayer, Gerty concentrates on a single bright star. Buttressed by a Romantic view of childhood, she intuits God as the true lamplighter. For Cummins, Gerty's innate spiritual quest for a heavenly lamplighter to love and protect her antedates and superintends her submission, reformation, ministrations, and ultimate freedom and independence. Cummins spiritualizes darkness; darkness resides inside the soul, not on the body, and its shadows will pass. In prose retained in the adaptation, the narrator stresses Gerty's assured salvation: "Poor little untaught, benighted soul! Who shall enlighten thee? Thou art God's child, little one! Christ died for thee. Will he not send man or angel to light up the darkness within, to kindle a light that shall never go out, the light that shall shine through all eternity![?]" (Cummins 4; Lady 7). Cummins's poetics celebrate a sentimental transparency; she foreshadows explicitly and endlessly that Gerty will be saved and girlhood outgrown. Intentionally or accidentally, the final exclamation mark is changed to a question mark in the picture book (7) . Perhaps Gerty's salvation in the latter becomes questionable because she cannot imagine the slave, let alone save him. This question mark reveals an imaginative void where the heroine cannot reroute her struggle to engage the new site of sympathy, the enslaved. The author reinforces the limits of sympathetic models within sentimental maturation when she compares Gerty to a praying slave. Here, Gerty cannot imagine praying for both herself and another.
For redemptive girls, praying for others often signifies the heroine's first political act. Furthermore, redemptive girlhood requires a pure, already perfect heroine to lead other children into abolitionist action. Therefore, A Lady turns to her readers to embody the kind of child more appropriate for a redemptive narrative. In separating Gerty from her readers, the author distances Gerty from redemptive girlhood, preserves her sentimental girlhood, and parallels her characterization with that of enslaved figures. Functioning much like the question mark in the prose above, "The Plaster Image" includes a rhetorical question that excludes Gerty in order to double her prayer with those of slaves and fashion a different prayer for A Lady's readers. When the author asks her child readers, "Would any know what bondmen are?", evidently Gerty has no idea (14). Though Bostonian, here Gerty is not quite one of the Northern children who pray for slaves in "The Plaster Image." 6 Instead, A Lady instructs her readers, "the children of New England fair," to "pray for those in slavery's chains, / Beneath a weary load" (16). She reinvokes the prayer inspired by the figurine in rehearsing a hymn in the picture book's second prayer poem, "Gerty's First Prayer," on the facing page (17). These two prayers use Gerty's religious awakening as a springboard to instruct child readers to pray for those in bondage. In dramatizing a religious awakening, the author mobilizes sentimental girlhood. However, to accommodate the inherent purity of readers who need no convincing about the evils of slavery-readers whom she contrasts with Gerty-she ultimately discards the sentimental discourse and replaces it with the redemptive one.
The confluences between Gerty's and the readers' prayers expose both the compatibility of the two discourses and the underlying tensions between them. Faithful to the novel's prose, the poetic adaptation in "Gerty's First Prayer" consists of wordless tears that express an innate spiritual longing and participate in a kind of sentimental elocution that, as Faye Halpern shows, guarantees the speaker's truthfulness and morality (48). A Lady's quick reference to slavery likens Gerty to enslaved children, and her tear-prayer is then reinterpreted as a hymn:
Though Gerty never learned the hymn To Christian hearts so dear, She felt whate'er the poet said About true, fervent prayer:-"Prayer is the burden of a sigh, The falling of a tear, The upward glancing of an eye, When none but God is near.
"O Thou, by whom we come to God,-The life, the truth, the way,-Thy path of prayer thyself hast trod; Lord, teach us how to pray." (Lady 18) Printed repeatedly, including in the 1861 Soldier's Hymns published by the American Tract Society, the poem quotes a portion of a hymn attributed to James Montgomery, a devoted abolitionist. Indeed, Cummins uses the first quoted stanza as her epigraph to chapter 7 (40). In a powerful palimpsest, this prayer becomes a chorus of national anguish. Gerty's self-pity is turned outward in its amplification. Montgomery's prayer coalesces with the values of redemptive girlhood, wherein the heroine imagines the pain of the oppressed. Like Eva and Jewett's other heroines in this series, when faced with her own powerlessness to reform the world, the redemptive girl takes on the suffering meant for others. Consequently, her body wastes away while her heart remains pure. Transfiguring Gerty's tears attempts to transform her into a redemptive heroine, even as Gerty's actual prayer cannot be put to that use. Clearly, "Gerty never learned the hymn," and A Lady quickly abandons characterizing her heroine as a redemptive girl when aligning her with those who are enslaved (18).
To sustain the redemptive girlhood discourse for her child readers, when A Lady portrays Gerty as akin to enslaved people, she consistently keeps that revelation from Gerty herself. Gerty never actually sees, understands, pities, or helps slaves. In the poem "Gerty in the Wood Yard," she looks out from the enclosed wood yard's sanctuary after having "escaped" Nan Grant's violence. She contemplates the ships and their passengers in the harbor. Next, the author pictures Gerty's rhetorical counterparts-stolen slaves-contained on board those ships (7). 7 Tellingly, Gerty cannot begin to imagine the existence of these doppelgängers:
At times a snow-white sail she spied, Far out upon the sea, And queried if a soul on board Was sorrowful as she;-She knew not that there might be slaves, For freedom sighing or their graves. (7) In these moments when A Lady compares Gerty with the suffering captives and thereby suggests that her story and their stories might intersect, she isolates them in parallel narratives. Keeping Gerty herself ignorant of the comparison downplays the anger that Gerty feels and keeps slave rebellion at bay. The author ignores Gerty's wildness, her pain, her rage, her desperate domestic situation as an abused orphan, some of the more salient aspects that link her to suffering slaves, and root her sentimental girlhood in trials begging for a triumphant heroine fighting for her self. While denying Gerty's awareness of her similarity to slaves, A Lady asks her readers to make the association, enlarge their sympathies, and place aspects of sentimental girlhood within the redemptive discourse. To this end, when Gerty is associated with slaves, the author underscores her inherent and potential goodness, those sentimental girlhood aspects most valued by redemptive girlhood. A Lady asks the readers to step in and flesh out the discourse with their own, more perfect altruism.
The picture book author uses the relationship with the lamplighter, Trueman Flint, to further contain Gerty's sentimental girlhood and pivot her characterization toward redemptive girlhood. In the above poem and elsewhere, A Lady productively triangulates Gerty's and the slaves' position in relation to Uncle True in order to depict Gerty's alliance with enslaved people and also, paradoxically, to portray her as an abolitionist. As the subtitle "The Story of Uncle True and Little Gerty" reveals, Uncle True is an important figure in the adaptation-the preeminent abolitionist. He answers Gerty's, the slaves' , and the picture book readers' prayers. In "Gerty in the Wood Yard," the abolitionist lamplighter answers the slaves' prayers by guiding and hiding them in order to help them secure their freedom (7) . While bolstering Gerty's alliance with slaves in this poem, the author emphasizes Gerty's childish prayer and Uncle True's power to answer that prayer, which she deploys to reframe Gerty as an abolitionist in the next poem. In both texts, Uncle True promises Gerty a gift to cheer her after a beating from her caretaker/enslaver Nan Grant. In the novel, Gerty wonders about the gift, in an appeal that sounds like a wishful prayer: "What could he mean to bring? Would it be something to eat? O, if it were only some shoes! But he would n't [sic] think of that. Perhaps he did not notice but she had some [sic]" (Cummins 6; orig. emphasis). A Lady excludes this reference to Gerty's poverty in abridging the novel, sanitizing her sentimental girlhood to prepare for her redemptive role in the picture book. Nonetheless, "Gerty in the Wood Yard" stresses Gerty's preoccupation as she "wondered what the gift would be" (Lady 7) . In the novel, Gerty's poverty has made her practical. Cummins answers Gerty's material need first, then provides spiritual sustenance. In contrast, the adaptation's narrative assigns political imperatives to Gerty's religious awakening. In the next poem and its paired illustration, "Little Gerty's Kitten," discussed below, True answers Gerty's prayer. Instead of the shoes that Gerty desires, True brings her a kitten to love, which separates her from the picture book slaves, connects her to A Lady's readers, and presents her as an abolitionist.
Gerty as Abolitionist
The preceding four books in Jewett's antislavery series cast young white heroines as abolitionists, and A Lady adapts Gerty for this role. She capitalizes on the narrative dynamic of the sentimental bildungsroman in using Uncle True's gift, a kitten who is identified with slaves, to portray Gerty as an abolitionist. In other words, because Gerty's relationship with her adoptive father changes her, focusing on Gerty's coming adolescence allows the author to shift between a sentimental and a redemptive version of the girl. The adaptation accommodates both Cummins's original Gerty and A Lady's version of her to multiply the beloved heroine's powers. Here, as I will show, the incident and lessons of the kitten finally conflate sentimental and redemptive girlhood. The author further entangles the discourses in order to portray Gerty as a juvenile abolitionist by following the kitten scene with additional scenes of ministration. In attaching her caretaking to redemptive girlhood, the picture book accommodates Gerty's actual maturation with silence and incoherence. In these gaps, the poet countenances implications and associations that conjoin the two discourses and explore possibilities for refashioning young heroines.
In the adaptation, the poem "Little Gerty's Kitten" relies on redemptive values to recast Gerty as an active abolitionist. Clearly, A Lady realized the importance of this poem in providing an illustration for it; while the text includes eleven added poems, only three have corresponding illustrations (figure 2). In the poem, the author again rewrites Nan from Gerty's vindictive caretaker into a cruel slaver. However, she does not depict Gerty as Nan's slave here. The middle of the poem makes a rhetorical turn, revising the kitten into a "fugitive" slave (10) . Gerty takes on an abolitionist role and redemptive qualities as one of the "good people" who "give The fugitive a lodging":
The child loved "Kitty" all the more Because she was in danger, And braved Nan's wrath some milk to gain To feed the little stranger.
When roughly came the autumn blast, And cold the wintry weather, Within the garret was Kitty hid, And both were glad together.
Thus kind are some good persons, oft, When slaves for aid are asking; Right deeds, they know, whate'er the law, Will make God's favor lasting. (10) True's gift allows Gerty to become the heroic child abolitionist who prioritizes caring for another even while endangering herself, as her actions exacerbate Figure 2 . The kitten is an icon of girlhood, employed by both sentimental and redemptive girlhood discourses (Lady 9) . Courtesy American Antiquarian Society. Girlhood in the Abolitionist Adaptation of The Lamplighter Nan's wrath and abuse. A Lady now associates Gerty with her abolitionist child readers; their similarity relies on a redemptive use of the kitten, whose very difference from Gerty seems to inspire her caretaking.
Fielder convincingly shows how the adaptation's use of the kitten trades on a burgeoning use of sympathy by difference. She argues that the popular structure of affiliation by similarity often advanced dehumanizing efforts, as the clear difference between white and black skin supported racist nineteenthcentury pseudoscience. Fielder finds a potentially "more progressive model of sympathy" that allows for "transfer across positions of clear difference," specifically what she terms "animal humanism" (489). Relying on the familiar and even familial qualities of pets, Gerty's sympathy for the kitten instructs the reader in how to care not only for a white orphan, but also for the fugitive slave (502). Fielder's productive reading of The Lamplighter Picture Book reveals an important, and appealing, use of the kitten. I would like to extend her argument, showing how the adaptation further redoubles sympathetic structures. A Lady deploys both sympathy by difference and sympathy by similarity when she seems to recognize and highlight how her adaptation works in dialogue with its original text. Because the kitten is an icon of both sentimental and redemptive girlhood, meaning proliferates and this episode pivots between sentimental and redemptive values.
While the work of A Lady's poem revises Gerty into a redemptive girl, the illustration and prose retained in the adaptation sustain a clear connection with sentimental girlhood. Here, Cummins uses the kitten to advance a sentimental discourse and construct a sentimental heroine. To that end, the kitten is a proxy for the orphan. Cummins explicitly depicts how Gerty already sympathizes with the "great many [frightened-looking] cats" in the neighborhood, who are "like Gerty herself " and feel unwanted "as [Gerty] did" (Cummins 7; Lady 8) . In prose that A Lady preserves, Cummins depicts the kitten nestling in Gerty's neck and crying, pleading for its life much like the wild and neglected heroine. The comparisons are obvious and meaningful. For Gerty, caring for this kitten corresponds with caring for herself. One of the most memorable scenes in both texts occurs when Nan kills little Gerty's kitten, drowning it in scalding water. In this upsetting scene, Cummins encodes violence against the kitten as a threat to the young heroine. Barnes recognizes the mirroring between Gerty and her kitten, even as she, following Fielder, acknowledges the similarity and differences in their "proximal relation" (315). Barnes asserts that "the dying feline represents the metaphorical death of self " (314). In the murder, as Barnes puts it, "Nan kills a symbolic substitute for the unwanted girl whom this adult has long since wished to discard" (315). Furthermore, important for inaugurating her sentimental maturation, Gerty begins the process of killing the wild, animal version of herself. Cummins rehearses Gerty's relationship to the kitten to advance the female bildungsroman by propelling the heroine on her self-improvement project and foreshadowing the powers that she will acquire.
Rather than the imperatives of redemptive girlhood and animal humanism that save those who are different-men, slaves, and pets-the feminist kitten trope serves a sentimental girlhood that saves those who are more than similar-women and girls who serve as reflections of each other. In the novel and for sentimental girlhood, the kitten represents not only Gerty, but also the litter of girls like Gerty who need refuge and reformation. Cummins's kitten scene, like the ones discussed above around prayer, accumulates meaning in a sentimental aesthetic. In both novel and picture book, the orphan Kitty Ray becomes Gerty's double (Cummins 86; Lady 27 ). In the novel, which spans a longer timeline than the adaptation does, Cummins couples both girls in a love triangle when "Gertrude's old temper rose" on speaking with Ben Bruce, who seduces Kitty to inspire Gertrude's jealousy (Cummins 188, 234 ; orig. emphasis). Gertrude's dealings with Kitty engender a reconnection with her eight-year-old self, important for sentimental girlhood. Cummins shows how Gerty feels as deeply about injustice as she did when an abused child: "[Gertrude] burst into tears, and hiding her face in her hands, as had been her habit in childhood, wept without restraint" (234). Cummins also pictures how, as a young adult, Gerty can now control her emotions as she intercedes in the novel's seduction subplot on Kitty's behalf. After a passionate interview with Ben, Gerty finds Kitty hiding behind a curtain. Devastated, Kitty Ray enacts the kitten's plea: she "sprung suddenly from her recumbent posture, threw herself into Gertrude's arms," and, because she "could not weep," she makes a "hysterical sound" reminiscent of the "piercing cry" of the drowning kitten and Gerty's "piercing shrieks" that followed (Cummins 236 (orig. emphasis), 11; Lady 10). Gerty becomes for Kitty the protective friend whom she herself had needed in childhood, the friend she had tried to be to her kitten. In this pivotal moment, Gerty's reformation is complete; she is one of the true women who make growing up good possible.
Moreover, Gertrude enlists the help of her benefactor, Emily Graham, to rehabilitate Kitty's sensibilities and "transform" her, clearly uniting girls and women against the seductions of men, and, by extension, patriarchal oppression (Cummins 240) . For the novel, the kitten indexes the most important trope in Cummins's argument for Gerty's growing self-possession and independence, which is built on self-preservation and wed to women's networks for gendered justice. Kitty Ray ultimately becomes engaged to a minister and adopts and cares for his orphaned niece, Gracie, on whose behalf Gerty herself had intervened when she was being "tormented" by other children . Rhyme and reproduction constitute the aesthetics of the kitten motif. Gerty's sympathy always turns back on herself. Here, as in much children's abolitionist literature, the anxiety of lost childhood, whether the slave's, Gerty's, or Kitty's, grounds sympathy and justifies action (De Rosa, Abolitionism 43). However, as a young orphan, Cummins's Gerty proves unprepared to defend herself or others; she is utterly unfit for political action. In projecting a redemptive girlhood, A Lady's "Little Gerty's Kitten" implies a strength of character and clarity of purpose that Cummins's Gerty lacks. In line with ideas of sentimental girlhood included in the prose of both texts, Cummins maintains that Gerty can neither save the kitten nor care for herself. Nan exiles Gerty, whom True eventually rescues; she becomes his pet and his child. In both texts, Gerty's failure to save the kitten precipitates a sickness that nearly replicates the most powerful act of the redemptive heroine, her death. Scenes of illness, both Gerty's and True's, oscillate between representing sentimental and redemptive girlhood as they play their parts in portraying Gerty as an abolitionist. Significantly, in the picture book Gerty's sickness receives its own illustration; in "Little Gerty Lying on the Floor," Uncle True stands strong and alarmed as he finds a shoeless Gerty lying face down and still (figure 3). To integrate Gerty's prostrate body into an antislavery design, the author chooses silence. This single example, of four topical illustrations, lacks a corresponding poem. 9 Unmoored from poems or other apparatus that might help to contextualize it, this illustration evokes the redemptive deathbed trope. Since this volume was the fifth book in Jewett's antislavery series, the consistent portrayal of heroines' self-destructive sympathy, if not death, would have been familiar to readers and its meaning perfectly clear. 10 In a reform novel, the deathbed scene resolves the redemptive girlhood plot arc and represents a final act of submission as the best ministration. Preserving their innocence and refusing to participate in a slaveholding society, redemptive heroines submit to God and sacrifice their lives so that adults may be persuaded to become abolitionists and slaves to become Christians. In The Lamplighter Picture Book, Gerty survives; her life, of course, continues in the antecedent novel.
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Sentimental girlhood makes a spectacle of its heroine's suffering body, which, perhaps ironically, proves more effective than the redemptive girl's actual death. Playing its part in sentimental girlhood, Gerty's illness, in both texts, propels her own reformation by cultivating sympathy, coordinating caretaking, and driving her into submission. Such an illness works, as Monika Elbert suggests, to curb a girl's "tendency to be natural and spontaneous" if not strong-willed (260). Animating sickness helps to acknowledge the importance of this event as a rite of passage for both discourses of girlhood. But the difference between the two discourses is a matter of life and death. The reticence around reinterpreting Gerty's sickness shows the difficulty in recoding her story when, according to the scripts of redemptive girlhood, it should end. The adaptation's author preserves a measure of Gerty's sentimental aspect when she transforms what might elsewhere have been the culminating deathbed scene in its echo illustration depicting True's sickness (figure 4). In the original novel, True's long illness and death, not Gerty's sickness, most importantly combines the values of submission and ministration and marks the girl's entry into womanhood. Prose included in both texts jumps from Gerty at eight to Gerty at twelve, linking her maturation to her caretaking: "With the simplicity of a child, but a woman's firmness; with the stature of a child, but a woman's capability; the earnestness of a child, but a woman's perseverance," Gerty becomes "God's embodied blessing" (Cummins 88; Lady 26 ). An illustrated poem in the picture book's final chapter, "Gerty's Bereavement," replaces much of Cummins's prose narrating True's sickness and Gerty's ministrations. Slavery, however, is not mentioned in the poem, an omission that points to the difficulties in adapting Gerty's maturation and an abolitionist True's egress. 12 The illustration faithfully captures the novel's drama in that the composition depicting True's sickness Figure 4 . This illustration pictures Gerty's submission and ministration; however, the companion poem explores the possibility of her power as well as the importance of strong women for abolitionism (Lady 29) . Courtesy American Antiquarian Society.
highlights Emily Graham, who seems to superintend Gerty and True, who are focused on each other. Emily has an important place in both novel and picture book; the two texts confidently demonstrate that Gerty is in even more capable hands with the lady, Emily, than she would have been with the bachelor, True. Drawing domestic boundaries around the women, sentimental and redemptive discourses conspire; Emily embodies Gerty's better teacher.
In the adaptation, Emily is portrayed teaching Gerty how to become an abolitionist, stressing redemptive values and accommodating sentimental maturation. While redemptive girls are born pure and righteous, sentimental girls mature into their goodness after having some sort of early fall into experience. A Lady's revision to Emily and Gerty's relationship proposes a collaboration between the discourses that dramatizes a dynamic and powerful femininity for her readers. What the author excises of Gerty's schooling and Emily's tutelage in deleting two chapters, she replaces with a poem in her "Gerty in the Church" chapter, marking their first meeting and Emily's influence on Gerty's religious awakening. This poem makes no direct reference to slavery; however, in the context of the adaptation, religious education includes abolitionism. Sitting together in an empty church, Emily helps to open "newer themes" for Gerty, including "That which" "sadden[s]" her "spirit" (21). This oblique reference seems to recode Gerty's sadness, implying that it results not from Emily's confession about her blindness but from her disclosure about slavery, read as one of the "newer themes" (21). In the next poem, in the "Gerty at School" chapter, Emily helps Gerty to understand the best way to enact her newfound morality. Here Gerty verbally defends True, whom her girl schoolmates repeatedly mock. Gerty's pride and convictions lead her toward reckless violence, which follows the one stanza that mentions slavery directly:
From words to blows is but a step, As many a bondman knoweth, When overseer with cruel taunts His wicked passion showeth.
So Gerty fell upon her mates, From passion boldly striking, As if it was a glorious deed To be for insult fighting. (23) Here, Gerty's failure to control her own "wicked passion" makes her no better than a slave driver, despite her honorable intentions. While the author acknowledges that it might seem "glorious" to fight against the insults that others hurl, Gerty's disfiguring, wild "sobbing" proves her actions to be inappropriate and unsuccessful, even debilitating (23). Instead, A Lady names Emily as Gerty's best "friend," the name that she often gives to abolitionists. Emily teaches Gerty a better way to act toward others, calling her violence and naughty words "sinning" (23). This poem's coherency depends on reading Emily and Gerty as abolitionists; otherwise, Gerty is oddly associated with the poem's overseer. To revise Emily as an abolitionist, the author ignores her disability, which in the novel helps to reveal her characterization as a redemptive woman. Cummins's Emily is blind and delicate, one of the "beautiful disabled" characters whom Monika Elbert recognizes as exemplary sentimental teachers (262). As is characteristic of redemptive girls and women, Emily's sympathy and sensitivity exacerbate her frailty. A static character, she inhabits her repose, resignation, and goodness perfectly and instructs Gerty spiritually, morally, and academically. For Cummins, Emily's disability allows Gerty, as Elbert explains, to "focus on her own inner demons by making observations about the truly invalid or disabled character-essentially projecting her alter ego on the disabled figure" (261) . In the adaptation, however, Emily's politics, not her anguished body, inform Gerty's sensibilities. By the end of the picture book, the author has engaged the best of redemptive and sentimental discourses, portraying female abolitionists who have strength of body, mind, and heart. Collapsing some of the representational aesthetics around girlhood puts a fuse to their incompatibilities, allowing savvy readers to imagine exploding the possibilities within the lexicon.
Adapting Girlhood
What Gerty does in an antislavery story is confusing and complicated. Gerty adopts the posture of a slave; she enacts the role of an abolitionist. In revising Cummins's heroine, A Lady relies on both sentimental and redemptive girlhood. Using these terms illuminates Gerty, both in the novel and in the picture book, in ways that we have not been able to illuminate her before. The nineteenth-century indexes for girlhood are stubborn. The cast of female fictive characters shares the same lexicon but not the same powers. The consequences and possibilities enabled by developing a vocabulary around girlhood can help to mark limits and express the boundaries around representing children and childhood. Dissecting how the two discourses interact in The Lamplighter Picture Book unsettles girls' cultural rites of passage and explores the aesthetics and purposes of their construction, modification, and renewals. In analyzing how Gerty is revised in this adaptation, we see the cultural investment in marking, measuring, and calculating maturity. Ultimately, developing a vocabulary around girlhood can help us understand what it means to grow up gendered.
The Lamplighter adaptation's dislocations in some ways free Gerty to move between worlds, yet its fidelity to the powerful images and scripts of nineteenthcentury girlhood implicitly binds interpretations. As Linda Hutcheon describes, one of the primary appeals of adaptations is to the comfortable desire of "wanting to retell the same story over and over in different ways," celebrating "the repetition as much as the change" (9) . Adapting heroines plays a part in adapting girlhood. A Lady's adaptation might work toward a kind of recombinant aesthetic that not only multiplies the heroine's portrayal and conjoins discrete discourses but also projects the possibility of generational change. Rather than modeling the natural evolution of girlhood, imaginative literature can offer representational interventions by engineering recombinant progeny. Bringing together material from multiple sources, genetic recombination can create sequences that would not otherwise appear in the genome. Likewise, when the author borrows from sentimental and redemptive girlhood discourses, she has the potential to invent something new. From one generation to the next, genetic recombination can produce a new organism, and shrewd writers can invent new girls.
Notes
1. Approximately forty thousand copies of Cummins's novel were sold in the eight weeks of its initial publication in 1854 (Williams, "Sale" 185) . Students and scholars recognize The Lamplighter as one of the texts that Nathaniel Hawthorne had in mind when he famously defamed women's fiction as "scribbling," although, as Baym convincingly argues, Hawthorne may have been one of the few Americans who did not actually read it ("Again" 26). The novel was an international success, promoted as an "aesthetically superior," morally enlightening romance (Williams, "Sale" 180) . Always read by youth, first in the shared reading experience of women's domestic fiction, in the twentieth century The Lamplighter was explicitly marketed as a children's book. Following Frank Luther Mott's research, Susan Williams reports that the New York Public Library ordered 250 copies of a 1915 edition. In short, The Lamplighter was popularly read for at least seventy-five years ("Sale" 195).
Deborah De Rosa footnotes that Jewett published
The Lamplighter Picture Book out of both his Boston and Cleveland branches and that Sheldon, Lamport, and Blakeman published it out of New York (Abolitionism 154). Williams considers that the pseudonymous author of the picture book, "A Lady," may be Cummins herself, as indicated in the Bibliography of American Literature ("Sale" 188). De Rosa speculates that Sarah Josepha Buell Hale altered the text and composed the poems (Babes 52).
3. As Williams notes, The Lamplighter Picture Book reuses the four topical illustrations, which Jewett had commissioned for an illustrated version of the original novel in 1855 ("Sale" 187).
4. Historian Barbara Welter's groundbreaking 1966 essay on the cult of true womanhood informs the use of the nineteenth-century gender stereotype referenced here.
5. Imagining the similarity between the child and the slave was a tactic used in earlier abolitionist stories; for example, "Mary French and Susan Easton" (1834) has received a fair amount of critical attention from such scholars as Paula Connolly, Carolyn Karcher, and Sánchez-Eppler. As this story shows, antislavery literature often likens the white child's experience to that of the slave child. Also, aligning slaves with children was a widespread tactic on both sides of the slavery debate, as discussed by scholars such as Lesley Ginsberg, Caroline Levander, Robin Bernstein, and Anna Mae Duane. Yet whether the author of The Lamplighter Picture Book seeks to transfer the contagious innocence of Romantic childhood or deflate the political potential of free men, comparing Gerty to a bondsman here remains textually lopsided. Repeatedly, the slaves suffer "more" than this orphan can imagine (Lady 4).
6. Still, the acquisition of the Samuel figure represents one of the few times that Cummins mentions race and ethnicity. Uncle True describes the boy selling the Samuel figure as "furren [foreign; orig. emphasis]" and says that he speaks an indistinguishable "lingo," carrying "a sight o' these sort of things and some black ones, too" (Cummins 31; Lady 14) . However, this offhand reference to a black version of the figurine does
